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BERLIN: On July 17th, her 61st birthday,
Angela Merkel stepped to the podium in the
Bundestag and urged German lawmakers to
approve a new round of bailout negotiations
with Greece, warning of “chaos and violence” if
Athens were pushed out of the euro zone. The
chancellor had worked tirelessly to negotiate
the blueprint of a deal with Greek Prime
Minister Alexis Tsipras, forcing him to make
major reform concessions at a marathon sum-
mit in Brussels days earlier. On the face of it, the
deal looked like a victory for Merkel.

Yet the only enthusiastic applause she
heard during her 18-minute speech came
halfway through when she paused to thank
her finance minister, Wolfgang Schaeuble, for
his role in the talks. The ovation from conserva-
tive parliamentarians thundered through the
glass-domed chamber for nearly a full minute.
Schaeuble, sitting on the coalition benches to
the right of Merkel, stared straight ahead with a
frown on his face. The scene was telling.
Schaeuble had made it abundantly clear over
the previous week that his preferred solution
was the very one Merkel had worked so hard to
prevent - namely a Greek exit from the single
currency bloc.

By applauding Schaeuble, lawmakers were
sending a message to Merkel: their appetite to
help Greece had reached its limits. Schaeuble’s
frown was a signal that he was less than
pleased with the outcome he was forced to
defend in parliament. The Bundestag gave a
green light for the talks, but 65 of Merkel’s con-
servative allies broke ranks and refused to back
her. Over the past five years, as the euro zone
crisis raged, ebbed and then raged again,
Merkel has shown herself to be a master of
political acrobatics.

Time and again she has struck a delicate
balance between European and German inter-
ests, ensuring the fragile currency bloc was
held together with a series of rescues while
keeping on board an ever-more sceptical
home audience. In the past week, Merkel came
closer than ever to falling off her tightrope.

And the unfinished drama over a third Greek
bailout, with Schaeuble in the starring role,
suggests her real troubles may have only just
begun.

“Until now Merkel and Schaeuble were
seen as a good cop, bad cop act that worked
together to get the most favourable deal for
Germany,” said a senior official who has
worked closely with both. “But that was always
premised on the idea that they had the same
goal. This time on Greece they didn’t. We got
the result that the bad cop didn’t want.”
Schaeuble may not have got his “Grexit”, but
the 72-year-old doyen of German politics, has
emerged strengthened and unbowed.  If
Greece slips again, his Plan B is on the table.

Temporary Exit?
Gruff and irascible, Schaeuble is the

longest-serving member of the German parlia-
ment. He led the negotiations on German
reunification in 1990 only to be shot and crip-
pled by a deranged man a week after the
merger of East and West was completed. He
has soldiered on in a wheelchair ever since,
driven by a passion for politics and for
European integration. In recent weeks he has
surged past Merkel in popularity polls and
solidified his cult status in the conservative
wing of her Christian Democratic Union (CDU).
Some German media are calling Schaeuble the
“shadow chancellor”.

Merkel looks more vulnerable than at per-
haps any time in her 10-year reign. She is more
dependent on Schaeuble than ever to hold the
party together. At the same time, the past
weeks have shown that she has very little con-
trol over her minister. Days after Merkel
clinched the deal with Tsipras in Brussels and
before the crucial vote in the German parlia-
ment, Schaeuble told German radio that a tem-
porary exit of Greece from the euro zone might
still be the best solution.

After the vote he issued a thinly-veiled
threat to Merkel, telling Der Spiegel magazine
that he would sooner resign than carry out

policies he did not believe in. “On a tactical lev-
el, Schaeuble has won out over Merkel - 100
percent,” said Gero Neugebauer, a political sci-
entist at Berlin’s Free University. “She has a
wait-and-see approach, breaking down com-
plicated issues into smaller problems that are
tackled step by step.  Schaeuble is just pressing
ahead. He has the advantage because he is act-
ing, not hesitating.”

People in Merkel’s entourage play down
the differences and the risks of Schaeuble
undermining the chancellor on Greece, noting
that he has always been a difficult but loyal
partner. “She knows that he likes to play
games, to send out the signal that he’s free and
independent,” one aide said. “There would
come a point if he pushed it too far, if he kept
saying in public that Grexit was a good option,
that she might have to intervene. But we’re not
there yet.” Still, Schaeuble’s stance raises
uncomfortable questions for Merkel, who has
talked tough in public, but shown a preference
for compromise with Greece behind closed
doors in Brussels, according to people who
have witnessed her at recent summits. Can
Schaeuble be counted on to negotiate in good
faith with the Greeks on a third bailout? And
will he be ready to swallow his pride and back
her again in parliament when German lawmak-
ers are asked to approve a final deal, next
month or in September?

Tangled History
To answer these questions it’s important to

understand the tangled history between
Merkel and Schaeuble, who have known each
other for a quarter century and been cabinet
colleagues for a decade - but still address each
other with the formal “Sie”. Both were proteges
of Helmut Kohl, Germany’s longest-serving
post-war leader, but it was Schaeuble, not
Merkel, who was long seen as heir apparent.
He might have become chancellor himself had
Kohl not decided to run for an unprecedented
fifth term in 1998 instead of passing the baton
to his loyal number two.— Reuters 
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Boeing looks at 
titanium in bid 
to stem losses

SEATTLE: Boeing Co, which loses about $30 million on every 787
Dreamliner passenger jet that leaves the factory, is trying to stem the
losses by cutting the use of one of its signature ingredients: titanium.
The strong, lightweight alloy used extensively on the 787 costs seven
times more than aluminum, and accounts for about $17 million of
the cost of the $260 million plane, according to industry sources. The
push to reduce titanium costs is part of a broader, long-running
effort by Boeing to make the 787 profitable that includes pressing
suppliers for price cuts and adjusting assembly lines to improve effi-
ciency, said Bob Noble, vice president of Partnering for Success,
Boeing’s supplier cost-cutting program.

Boeing’s other commercial planes are profitable, and Boeing has
said it aims to break even on the 787 this year. On Wednesday,
Boeing repeated its pledge to eliminate the 787 losses by the fourth
quarter. With titanium making up 15 percent of the 240,000 pounds
an empty 787 weighs, far more than other Boeing jetliners, the mate-
rial is under special scrutiny, industry experts said. The world’s largest
plane maker hasn’t disclosed how many billions it invested to devel-
op the 787, which was introduced in 2011, but it has spent more than
$30 billion on production, tooling and one-time costs. And it has
curbed its ambitions for future planes. Former chief executive Jim
McNerney said last year Boeing didn’t plan any more “moonshots”
like the 787.

As the Chicago-based company races to increase the pace of
plane manufacturing, investors and analysts want it to lift its profits
by churning out more 787s while cutting costs. “Aerospace titanium
at $20 to $25 a pound is front and center, especially when you have
the cost problems that you do on the 787,” said Kevin Michaels, a
vice president with ICF International, a publicly traded management,
technology and policy consulting firm based in Fairfax, Virginia.

787 Costs Rise
Commercial jetliner programs typically lose money in the early

years of production until the heavy upfront investments in engineer-
ing and production are repaid. Boeing’s accounting spreads those
costs over a large block of planes the company expects to deliver.
Investors expressed concern in April when the 787’s deferred pro-
duction cost balance reached $26.9 billion, about $2 billion more
than earlier targets. The tally is a gauge of the losses Boeing has built
up making 787s so far. Boeing said the 787 deferred cost balance will
keep rising until 2016, when the company plans to begin turning out
12 of the planes a month, up from 10 currently. At that point, Boeing
expects the balance will start decreasing. Overall, Boeing said it earns
a operating profit margin of 10.5 per cent in its commercial jetliner
business, including sales of planes and related services. The 787 rep-
resents Boeing’s bid to reinvent the civilian jetliner, using lightweight
carbon fiber and new engines to allow it fly farther and burn 20 per-
cent less fuel than current jets made largely of aluminum. Unlike alu-
minum, which corrodes when it comes into contact with carbon
fiber, titanium works well with carbon fiber and expands minimally in
response to the large temperature swings the big jets experience.

But the 787 now faces dual competition from Airbus: its own car-
bon-composite plane, the A350, and a low-cost alternative, the
A330neo, based on an older aluminum design updated with new,
fuel-efficient engines. Those are likely to keep price pressure on both
plane makers, “especially in a low oil price environment,” said Russell
Solomon, aerospace analyst at Moody’s Investor Service. While the
rising level of deferred costs affects the 787’s ultimate profitability,
Solomon said, “it’s the ongoing cost that we’re really paying atten-
tion to.” As part of its cost-reduction effort, Boeing considered shift-
ing to less costly aluminum for seat tracks on the 787, industry
sources say. Boeing said it didn’t end up making the change, but
declined to say why. Boeing has changed the cockpit window frame
to aluminum from titanium, and has changed the frames of some
doors to composite from titanium. Special coatings or materials are
used to prevent aluminum corrosion, experts said. It wasn’t known
how much Boeing saved by the change. Boeing declined to com-
ment. Boeing said it also is “aggressively pursuing” recycling to
recapture the waste metal “chips” created as titanium parts are
machined into finished shapes. 

The company is looking for even greater savings in its supply
chain and production methods. The changes are not likely to affect
raw metal prices, but could reduce the sales of some suppliers, and
stem concern about supply constraints from Russia, experts said. One
large 787 piece, used to help join the wings to the body, shows the
potential for saving. The piece, known as the double plus chord,
requires Boeing to buy about 40 pounds of titanium for every pound
that ends up flying on the aircraft, said Bill Bihlman, president of met-
al consultancy Aerolytics LLC. —Reuters 

BERLIN: German Chancellor Angela Merkel confers with finance minister Wolfgang Schaeuble during a debate in the
Bundestag on July 17, 2015. — AFP 


